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Pure inspiration and sustainable design redefines 
modern luxury kitchens in Miami. 
 
Häcker Kitchens to Debut North American Flagship 
Showroom in Miami, FL 

 
 

(Miami, F.L.) October 2023.  

Häcker Kitchens, the leading German manufacturer of modern 

kitchen cabinetry, will unveil its inaugural North American 

showroom in Miami, FL on November 9th, 2023. The 3,600square 

foot space marks a significant milestone for the brand as it 

expands its presence outside of European markets, for the first 

time. 

 

With a rich family legacy that spans 125 years, Häcker Kitchens 

has garnered a reputation for its commitment to quality, 
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sustainability, production standards and technology. The 

establishment of this new headquarters, strategically located 

adjacent to Miami’s ultra-opulent Design District, will serve as the 

nexus to furnish North American-based projects, with German 

craftsmanship and innovation.  

 

“Häcker Kitchens is expanding at an accelerated rate, and we are 

honored to bring the future of German design to North America” 

notes Andreas Gommeringer, President Häcker Kitchens North 

America. “Our passion for the art of kitchen cabinetry is at the 

heart of everything we do and we are ecstatic to introduce this 

side of the world to the timeless beauty, innovative design and 

cutting-edge customization tendered by Häcker Kitchens, 

through this new showroom.” 

 

The flagship showroom features five inspirational room designs 

where trade professionals and homeowners can experience 

Häcker Kitchens’ exquisite living environments that include the 

following door styles: AV 6023-GL elegant oak, AV6000-GL 

black and eucalyptus, AV 6082 elegant walnut, AV 4030 crystal 

white, AV 6055-GL light grey and velvet blue, AV 1097 natural 

vintage oak and AV 1080 crystal white. At the heart of the space 

sits a live vignette that demonstrates the full range of lifestyle-

enhancing functions achieved by the brand’s products and 

accessories including the door styles AV 6082-GL walnut and AV 

7030-GL black star, oneLINE cabinets with Tipmatic soft close 

drawer bases, illuminated channel handles, SLD Glass drawers, 
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MOVE organizational insert, and integrated appliances by 

Gaggenau. 

 

To demonstrate the fortitude of Häcker Kitchens’ capabilities, the 

showroom offers a full-service design center where clients can 

make an appointment with a showroom consultant as well as 

explore delivery and installation options. This unique experience 

invites designers and homeowners to browse Häcker Kitchens’ 

sample area, equipped with the brand’s diverse product range 

from cabinet fronts and colors to channel handles, surface 

materials, organizational accessories, integrated technologies 

and more, to curate a tailor-made luxury kitchen. 

 

The Miami showroom installation will be finalized in November 

2023. The grand opening will take place on November 9th, 2023 

at 5:30 pm EST. If you are interested in attending and would like 

to enjoy the space first-hand, please RSVP to Catherine Hoy at 

choy@frankadvertisingus.com. 

 

Häcker Kitchens – The Company 
Häcker manufactures modern fitted kitchens that meet the 

highest requirements in terms of quality, functionality, durability 

and design. Founded by Herman Häcker in 1898, the family-

owned company, now in the fourth generation, supplies more 

than 60 countries on every continent. The North American 

headquarters is located in Miami, Florida. State-of-the-art 

production facilities allow the company to meet customer 

requirements down to the last detail. Häcker Kitchens is the first 
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kitchen furniture manufacturer whose entire product portfolio is 

climate-neutral. Throughout the years Häcker has represented 

consistent values in times of globalization, characterized by a 

high sense of economic, ecological and social responsibility, 

always emphasizing the company philosophy: Made in Germany. 

https://www.hackerkitchens.us/ 

 

For press releases/photos, please visit: 

bit.ly/HäckerKitchenPressKit2023 

 

@hackerkitchensnorthamerica 

 

@hacker_kitchens_northamerica 

 

@hackerkitchensnorthamerica 
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